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* [The following article was published in the 10/26/91 issue of the Washington Post, and the 10/28/92
edition of El Nacional. Permission to reprint was provided by the author.] For the past six months,
the United States and Mexico have been engaged in difficult negotiations to hammer out the
details of a proposed North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). One item not likely to
be on the agenda is baseball, which involves an important US industry and restrictions in both
countries key components of any agreement. Although overshadowed in Mexico's sports spotlight
by soccer, baseball is tops in the northern border regions and the southern states of Veracruz
and Yucatan. Mexico also produces players for US professional baseball. Their entrance into this
country, however, is limited by two factors: individual Mexican ball players are not allowed to
negotiate contracts with US teams, and the US Department of Labor places a quota on the number
of temporary worker certifications for foreigners, mainly Latin Americans, allowed into the baseball
industry. In 1991, the number was 585. As a result, very few Mexicans ever get an opportunity to
exhibit their talents in this country. As the baseball season ended, there were only eight Mexicanborn players in the major leagues and only 30 more in the minor leagues. In comparison, there
were over 50 major league players from the Dominican Republic and almost 400 Dominican players
in the minors in the United States. This despite the fact Mexico has a population 10 times that of
the Dominican Republic. Most Latin countries where baseball is played limit in some way the
ability of their star players to leave. All require that the young man be at least 16 years of age, and
the Dominican Republic requires US organizations to pay a nominal fee to operate there. Cuba,
formerly the major producer of Latin talent, now plays only amateur baseball, and Puerto Ricans are
now included in the US draft held each June. Mexico has a different system altogether. All Mexican
players desiring a professional career become the property of teams in the Mexican League. Any
US club wanting to sign a Mexican player must buy his contract from the Mexican club. But the
prices asked between US$70,000 and US$140,000 are exorbitant by Latin market standards. As
a result, most clubs do not devote much time to scouting in Mexico. "I think one area, because
of our proximity to the border, that we need to spend more effort in is Mexico," said San Diego
Padres general manager Joe McIlvaine, "but nobody gets signed out of Mexico simply because
they [US teams] don't want to pay the price tag." "We really don't go into the Mexican market at
all. Mainly because we try to put our dollars where they count. We think our dollars count more in
the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico and Venezuela. We don't think our dollars are well spent in
Mexico," said Toronto Blue Jays general manager Pat Gillick, whose team is generally recognized
as one of the leaders in recruiting Latin players. The Blue Jays have more than 70 Latin players
mostly Dominican and Venezuelan in their system. The solution? Let Mexican players themselves
decide at what price they are willing to sell their services to US teams. They may feel it is worthwhile
to accept a lower bonus with hopes of reaching the major leagues sooner. If the Mexican League
monopoly were broken and young men could sign contracts and get the chance to compete, Mexican
players, US teams and fans in both countries would be winners. The only losers would be Mexican
League owners. "If they want to get more Mexican players into the United States and into the
major leagues" said McIlvaine, "they are going to have to change their system. It's not fair to the
[Mexican] kids and the kids are not getting to the big leagues. They are denying their young men a
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chance to be heroes in their own country." But the US government must also do its part. The Bush
administration says it does not believe in quotas. Fine. Then why not eliminate the labor certification
requirements that limit the number of Latino, including Mexican, players allowed to compete
here? President Bush says we should build on our strengths and certainly one of our strengths is
professional baseball. But it is best precisely because it provides access albeit limited to players from
all over the world. Baseball has become an international sport, and it is time for the US government
to recognize that fact. So while baseball is not likely to come up in discussions concerning a free
trade agreement, it is certainly an issue that needs to be confronted. Eliminate the restrictions on
Mexican players leaving their country and remove the quotas that limit their competition here. * An
author and writer, Milton Jamail teaches in the Government Department at the University of TexasAustin.
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